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Abstract 
Larsen, KG. and B. Thomsen, Partial specifications and compositional verification, Theoretical 
Computer Science 88 (1991) 15-32. 
The purpose of this paper is to present and illustrate a new compositional proof method for 
nondeterministic and concurrent systems, i.e. a method which allows factoring the correctness proof 
of a system into similar but smaller proofs of correctness of subsystems. Our method is an extension 
of the well-established notion of bisimulation (Park 1981, Milner 1983); it is based on a concept of 
partial processes which may be related through a notion of partial bisimulation. Compared with the 
existing methods our method has the distinct advantage of leading to simple and intuitive sub- 
specifications without complicating the underlying theory unduly. The method is motivated and its 
use illustrated through the verification of a simple scheduler. 
Introduction 
For the verification of larger systems it is essential that the proof method used is 
compositional in order to avoid a combinatorial explosion of the verification. That is, 
the method must allow us to decompose the problem of correctness for a concurrent 
system with respect o a given specification into similar problems for the components 
of the system with respect o suitable subspecifications. The purpose of this paper is to 
present and illustrate such a compositional proof method for concurrent systems. 
In recent years several equivalences between nondeterministic and concurrent 
processes have been proposed in order to capture various extensional aspects of 
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processes. As such, the proposed equivalences are useful for relating process descrip- 
tions at different levels of abstraction, and may be used as the notion of correctness of 
a system S YS with respect o a specification SPEC. That is, to prove S YS correct with 
respect o SPEC simply consists in proving S YS = SPEC, where = is the equivalence 
under consideration. Provided = is a congruence with respect o the various process 
constructing operations we may give a compositional proof of SYSsSPEC in the 
following way: 
SYSZC[SYSl, . . ..SYS.], (1) 
i.e. we view S YS as being some combination of n components S YSr , . . . , S YS,. Then, 
for each component S YSi, we must find a suitable subspecification SPECi and prove 
their equivalence (congruence): 
SYSi~SPECi. (2) 
Finally, we must prove that the subspecifications, when combined, will entail the 
global specification, i.e. 
CISPEC1, . . . , SPEC,] E SPEC. (3) 
S YS E SPEC will then follow from (I), (2) and (3) due to the congruence property of E. 
Although this approach nicely factors the proof, it often becomes unnecessarily 
complicated. Due to the behavioural constraints that the components impose on each 
other, only very minor parts of their behaviour need be accessible in the total system 
SYS. However, the subspecifications atisfying (2) must describe all behavioural 
aspects of the components including the behaviour which is inaccessible. Hence, the 
subspecifications may be unduly complicated and unintuitive. 
Our method is an extension of the well-established notion of bisimulation [ll, lo] 
and is developed specifically in order to make it possible to obtain simple subspecifica- 
tions by relaxing condition (2) [ 151. An alternative compositional proof methodology 
also leading to simple subspecifications has been developed in [S, 63 and its use in 
verification is illustrated in [7]. Here the condition (2) is relaxed by parameterizing the 
equivalence in question with information of the behavioural constraints imposed by 
the other subsystems. However, an explicit “calculation” of this information is re- 
quired. Our new technique has the additional advantage of not requiring any such 
calculations, while still leading to simple subspecifications. Obviously, the definition 
of the subspecifications will be highly influenced by one’s intuition of the behavioural 
constraints between subsystems - indeed, the better intuition you have, the simpler 
a subspecification you are likely to write down - but you are at no time required to 
formalize this intuition. Although, making the extra effort of a formalization may in 
certain cases turn out to bring valuable new insight. 
In our new method condition (2) is relaxed by allowing specifications to be partial. 
Partial specifications may be related through a notion of partial bisimulation and the 
induced implementation ordering. For total specifications (i.e. ordinary processes) 
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the notion of partial bisimulation degenerates to the standard notion of bisimulation 
[ll, lo]. Our method is in the spirit of that of Koymans and Mulder [4]. However, 
their method was developed as part of a verification of the Alternating Bit Protocol 
and has yet to be studied in general terms. 
In this paper we give a full presentation of our method and illustrate its use in the 
verification of a simple scheduler. In Section 1 the simple scheduler is presented and 
the shortcomings of the standard notion of bisimulation in compositional proofs is 
demonstrated. Based on these shortcomings, requirements to our new method are 
formulated. Sections 2-5 introduce the notion of partial bisimulation and it is proved 
that the induced implementation ordering fulfils our requirements. Finally, in Section 
6 we apply our results in a verification of the simple scheduler. 
1. A simple scheduler 
We consider a simple scheduler consisting of 4 cyclic cells A, B, C and D (cf. Fig. 1). 
A typical cell X has the behaviour as shown in Fig. 2. We obtain A, B, C and D by the 
following renamings: 
A =X [dalyed, a/x, ablsucc], 
B-=X [ablpred, b/x, bclsucc], 
C -G X [bclpred, c/x, cdlsucc], 
D e X [cdlpred, d/x, dalsucc]. 
d 
Sch = 
Fig. 1. 
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X e pi-ed.X’ 
X’ += x.X” 
X” += succ.): 
Fig. 2. 
The scheduler Sch is then defined as 
where P (I Q is the restricted parallel composition in CCS [9], i.e. P I/ Q =(P ( Q)\A, 
where A = sort(P)nsort(Q). Note that /I is associative in our case since no two ports 
are identically named. 
We want to prove that Sch is bisimulation equivalent to the following specification 
Spec: 
Spec=a.t.b.z.c.z.d.t.Spec. 
We may prove this equivalence directly by exhibiting a bisimulation containing the 
pair (Spec, Sch). However, we prefer to give a compositional proof in order to 
demonstrate our techniques. Thus, we decompose Sch into the two subsystems A’ 1) B 
and D 1) C as indicated in Fig. 3. The two subsystems will obviously communicate over 
the ports da and bc, and it is intuitively clear that the interaction between the two 
subsystems will consist of a simple altnernation of bc and da, starting with bc. 
d c 
da bc 
Fig. 3. 
b 
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We may now complete the correctness proof by finding subspecifications A’B and 
DC satisfying the following: 
A’B - A’ /I B, DC-DIIC (4) 
and 
(A’B) 11 (DC) - Spec. 
From the congruence property of N we may then conclude Sch-Spec as desired. 
Obviously, in order to reduce our proof obligations, we want the subspecifications 
A’B and DC to be as simple as possible and a first guess would probably yield 
A’B -+ a.z.b.bc.da.A’B, 
DC& bc.c.z.d.da.DC. 
(5) 
Unfortunately, these subspecifications are far too simple for (4) to hold. In fact, no 
simple subspecifications A’B and DC which satisfy the equivalences in (4) exist, as may 
be seen from the display of the full behaviours of A’ 11 B and D 11 C shown in Figs. 4 and 
5, respectively. 
As previously mentioned, the interactions between the two subsystems are subject 
to certain restrictions. As a consequence, not all of their potential behaviour will be 
accessible in the total system. In particular, in an execution of the total system the 
overcrossed erivations (marked + ) will never be examined. It follows that approxim- 
ately 50% of the two subsystems potential behaviour is never realized. However, any 
b 
1 b 
A”[1 B” a A’11 B” 
I 
da 
Fig. 4. The behaviour of A’ 11 B. 
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Fig. 5. The behaviour of D // C 
subspecifications satisfying the equivalences of (4) must also cover the inaccessible 
behaviour, and will, therefore, necessarily be unduly complicated and certainly not 
intuitive. 
Obviously, the defect of the foregoing strategy is that the conditions given by (4) are 
too strong since they do not in any way take into consideration - neither explicitly nor 
implicitly - the restrictions imposed by the two subcomponents on one another. One 
way of reflecting these restrictions would be to allow the use of some kind of partial 
speci$cations, in order that only the accessible part of a subsystem needs to be 
specified. In the present example it seems natural - in light of our initial guess (5) - to 
specify A’I/ B and D (/ C partially as shown in Fig. 6. 
Here 133 should be thought of as an area where any behaviour may be encountered. 
Intuitively, we may view a partial specification S ~ so far a diagram with possible 
occurrences of ~3 ~ as defining a set of (concrete) processes, i.e. all the processes as 
being equivalent to some “instance” of S. This naturally induces an ordering on partial 
specifications given by S 4 Tiff “all instances of S are equivalent to some instance of 
T”. In case S is totally specified (i.e. a concrete process), S U T then becomes “S is 
equivalent to some instance of T”. If also T is totally specified, S d T simply 
degenerates to S _ T. 
The conditions of (4) may then be replaced by the following weaker conditions: 
A’ I/ I? a A’ BP, (6) 
D/lCUDC”. (7) 
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Fig. 6. 
We must now prove that the partial subspecifications, when combined, entail the 
global specification, i.e. 
A’BP 11 DCp a Spec. (8) 
Obviously, this requires a suitable extension of the parallel composition (and all other 
process constructions) to partial specifications. In particular, we want Cl to be 
transitive and substitutive with respect to the various process constructions since this 
will enable us - from (6), (7) and (8) - to conclude that 
Sch = A’ 11 B /) C )/ D d Spec, 
and - since both Sch and Spec are totally specified - Sch - Spec. 
In the following sections we shall develop a formal theory of partial specifications 
satisfying the above requirements. 
2. Processes and bisimulation 
We take the approach of many recent researchers, especially Milner (see e.g. [9, 
lo]), by defining the semantics of concurrent systems by the set of experiments they 
offer to an observer. That is, we use the model of labelled transition systems [12] as 
a means of expressing the operational semantics of concurrent systems. 
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Let Pr be a set of processes and Act a set of actions which processes may perform. 
A derivation relation + G Pr x Act x Pr defines the dynamic change of processes as they 
perform actions. For (p, a, q)+-+ we normally write psq which may be interpreted 
as “the process p can perform an action a and by doing so become the process q”. We 
use the usual abbreviations as e.g. p$ for !lqePr.pf+q and p$+ for 1 jqEPr.p-f+q. The 
triple 9=(Pr, Act, -+) constitutes the transition system of processes. Based on the 
operational semantics given by the transition system, several equivalences and preor- 
ders have been proposed in order to capture various aspects of the observational 
behaviour of processes. One of these is the equivalence induced by the notion of 
bisimulation [l 1, lo]. 
Definition 2.1. A bisimulation R is a binary relation on Pr such that whenever pRq and 
aE Act, then 
(i) Whenever psp’, then q%q’ for some q’ with p’Rq’. 
(ii) Whenever q%q’, then psp’ for some p’ with p’Rq’. 
Two processes p and q are said to be bisimulation-equivalent iff there exists a bi- 
simulation R containing (p, q). In this case we write p-q. 
Now for R s Pr* we can define LB(R) as the set of pairs (p, q) satisfying for all aE Act the 
clauses (i) and (ii) above. From this definition it follows immediately that R is 
a bisimulation just in case REB(R). Also 28 is easily seen to be a monotonic endo- 
function on the complete lattice of binary relations (over Pr) under subset inclusion. 
Standard fixed-point results, due to Tarski [14], yield that a maximal fixed point for 
B exists and is defined as u {R 1 R c 54?(R)}. This maximal fixed point actually equals 
-. Moreover, - is an equivalence relation and even a congruence with respect o the 
usual CCS process constructions [9] and indeed any natural process construction 
C13, 61. 
3. Partial processes and partial bisimulation 
We may now concentrate on the formalization of partial specifications. So far 
partial specifications have been presented as diagrams with possible occurrences of 
EZ . the intuition of ~3 being that any behaviour may be encountered in this area. 
However, we want an operational semantics for ~3 and for partial specifications in 
general, in order to facilitate the necessary extension of process constructions. In 
addition - and perhaps more important - this enables the definition of 4 to be based 
directly upon an operational semantics yielding an efficient and elegant proof tech- 
nique similar to that of bisimulation. 
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As a first step towards an operational semantics of partial specifications we 
introduce a distinguished indeterminate action *, and with it the possibility of 
indeterminate moves or transitions, pfq, of processes. An indeterminate transition, 
pfq, is to be determined each time the process p is activated, i.e. whenever the 
execution is at p, p%q may be instantiated to any (proper) transition of the form p%q 
(aEAct) or, alternatively, pig may give rise to no proper transition at all. 
In a sense, indetermininate transitions represent one-step approximations of the 
unknown behaviour area ~3. In fact, we may think of .U as being specified 
recursively as &S + *. ~s3 since the first action of an unknown behaviour - if indeed 
such an action exists - could be any action at all; obviously, the behaviour to be 
encountered after the first step remains unknown. 
Formally, we introduce a system of partial processes as a labelled transition system 
99 = (PPr, Act,, -+), where Act, = Actu{ *} with * being a distinguished action 
symbol not a member of Act, and -+ E PPr x Act, x PPr. 
To define the implementation ordering 4 between partial processes let us introduce 
two new “proper” transition relations, +may, +mLISf E PPr x Act x PPr, defined as 
follows: 
P s’movP’ - A pfp’ or p 1? p’, 
a 
P +inllst P ’ oA p 5 p’. 
From the intuition of indeterminate transitions we may interpret p %,,,muyp’ as “p 
may be able to perform the action a and become p’“, and similarly p smustp’ 
as “p must be able to perform the action a and become p’“. Note that p %),,,rp’ 
implies p %)mOy p’. 
Now, p a q should express that p is an implementation or a refinement of q. As such 
we expect that any behavioural aspect which p may realize should also be realisable by 
its specification q. Dually, the behavioural aspects which are already determined by 
q (by the determined transitions) should remain being determined in p. Using the new 
transition relations jrnay and +muSt, this may be formalized by the following notion of 
partial bisimulation. 
Definition 3.1. A partial bisimulation R is a binary relation on PPr such that whenever 
pRq and aEAct, then the following holds: 
(i) Whenever p %,mayp’, then q $mmoyq’ for some q’ with p’Rq’. 
(ii) Whenever q s,,,,,St q’, then p S’musr p’ for some p’ with p‘Rq’. 
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p is said to implement q if there exists a partial bisimulation R containing (p, q). We 
write p 4 q in this case. 
Now for R cPPr2 we can define 9%9(R) as the set of all pairs (p, q) satisfying for all 
aGAct the clauses (i) and (ii) above. Then R is a partial bisimulation just in case 
R~954?(R). Moreover, 969 is easily seen to be a monotonic endofunction on the 
complete lattice of binary relations over PPr (under subset inclusion), and standard 
fixed-point results yield that 993 has a maximal fixed point, which actually equals 4. 
Example 3.2. Let 42 * ~42. Then p 4 42 for all partial processes p since {(p, 42) 1 p 
EPP~} is a partial bisimulation (42 may be able to do any action, but there is no action 
4! must be able to do). 
Example 3.3. Let p. and r. be given by Fig. 7. Then p. 4 r. since {(pi, Vi) 1 i
E{0...3)}U{(pi~r~)liE{0...3}} is a partial bisimulation. 
The above definition of a is perhaps somewhat far from our original intuition in 
Section 1, where p <1 q was informally defined as “all instances of p are equivalent to 
some instance of q”. However, based on a (denotational) semantics of partial processes 
in terms of the instances they define, our original intuition of Q may be formalized 
directly and proved equivalent to the above definition of a in terms of partial 
bisimulations. In fact, we do so in [S]. In the present paper, however, we use the 
definition of U in terms of partial bisimulations due to the efficient proof technique it 
induces. 
The relation 4 enjoys many pleasant properties and fulfils our requirements to an 
implementation ordering as may be seen from the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.4. Q is a preorder. 
Proof. Since Id= {(p, p) 1p~PPr) is easily seen to be a partial bisimulation, 4 is 
reflexive. Composition of partial bisimulations are easily seen to be partial bisimula- 
tions and, therefore, 4 is transitive. 0 
1 
PO 
a. 
PI ;5- 6 d c 
PZ P3 
Fig. I 
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The relationship between Q and - is of particular interest: as expected - is stronger 
than 4, and a degenerates to - for total processes. 
Proposition 3.5. If p - q, then p 4 q and q a p, 
Proof. From definition of 28 and YB it is easy to see that BEGS@ for all 
RcPPr2. Since &Y(R) obviously is symmetric, also R-’ G%?(R-‘)~Y%~(R-‘); this 
yields the second result. 0 
Definition 3.6. p is total iff q G whenever q is a derivative of p. 
Note how this definition resembles that of being stable in [9], where the ability to 
perform r-actions (internal actions) is investigated. 
Proposition 3.7. If p and q are total and p 4 q, then p-q. 
Proof. If p a q, then there exists a relation R such that R c 99((R) and 
(p, q)EfJ’a(R). Let fl7,=(Derip’: Der(q))nR, where Der(p)= { p’ ( 3p,. . . pn_2.3a0 
...a,_l.pZpO~ ...&pn_z& p’}. SR is easily verified to be a partial 
bisimulation concerning p and q and their derivaiives only. If a process p is total, 
P $mmust and P $*mup both degenerate to p% since pp. From this one may deduce that 
SR c L?B(SR) = B(SR), showing that SR is a bisimulation containing (p, q); this yields 
p-q, proving the proposition. 0 
4. Process construction 
So far, processes have been described as objects with no internal structure. In 
practice, however, processes are often combinations of smaller processes, e.g. the 
simple scheduler is the parallel combination of 4 cyclic cells. In this section we describe 
some process constructions and their operational semantics. In particular, we intro- 
duce a general static process construction replacing all the static constructs of CCS. 
4.1. Dynamic operations 
The two fundamental dynamic process constructions are prefixing and nondeter- 
minism. Let aEAct and pePr; then there is a process a.pEPr. Prefixing has the 
operational semantics: a.p 3 p for all a6Act. For pl, p,~Pr there is a process 
p1 + p2 EPr with the operational semantics p1 + p2 sp iff pl 3 p or pz % p. This means 
that p1 +p2 nondeterministically chooses to follow the actions of either p1 or p2. 
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Together with the process nilePr, which represents inaction, these constitute the 
dynamic operations. Bisimulation equivalence N has been shown [9] to be a congru- 
ence with respect o these process constructions, i.e. they are preserving N. 
4.2. Static operations 
Instead of giving a number of static operations such as parallel composition, 
renaming and restriction as in CCS [9] or synchronous parallel composition as in 
SCCS [lo], we give one general process construction which may be instantiated to 
give all the above-mentioned operations (in the spirit of Aczel Cl]). Letf : Act”, 4 Act 
be an n-ary partial function, where Act, = Actu{O}, 0 being a distinguished no- 
action symbol not in Act. We introduce an n-ary process construction (. . .) [f] with 
the following operational semantics: 
[(pi z pj) V (pi= pi & Ui=O)]i<n 
f(al...a,)-a. 
(PI . ..Pn)Cfl -s wl . ..PLJCfl 
Heref(a, . . . a,) N a means true iff(a 1 . . . a,) is defined and a is instantiated to the value 
off@, . . . a,); otherwise, f(ui . . . a,) N a is false. The premises of the above rule intuit- 
ively say that a component process pi either contributes an action ai or remains 
inactive (indicated by ai=O), in any action of the combined process. 
To see that the above process construction is indeed general we observe that if we 
instantiate f to an identity function on a subset B of Act we obtain the restriction 
operation rB known from SCCS [lo]. If we instantiate f to an endofunction 
@ : Act --, Act we obtain a renaming operation. If Act has an abelian group structure 
with composition operation . we obtain the synchronous communication operator 
x from SCCS by instanting f to . . The asynchronous parallel operator 1 from CCS is 
obtained by instantiating f to a function satisfying Diagram 1. 
0 u b . . . 5 b . . . 5 
u a b ... ii b “. T 
a u l4 ... 7 u ..* u 
b u u ... u z ‘.. u 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
a 5 u +.. u u ... u 
Ei u 5 ... l.4 u ..a u 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
7 u u ..’ u u .*. u 
Diagram 1 
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where u means undefined. Also the communication operator 1) known from CSP [3] 
can be obtained by instantiating f to a function satisfying Diagram 2. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
Diagram 2 
where u means undefined. This shows the generality of the process construction. We 
may now give dlze simple proof of the congruence property of w. 
Proposition 4.1. - is preserved by the process construction (. . . ) [f 1. 
Proof. The relation R={((p,...p,)[f], (41...4n)[f])(Vi.pi~qi) is a bisimulation. 
The arguments for this are similar but simpler than the arguments given in Proposi- 
tion 5.2, showing <3 is preserved by ( . . )[f]‘s extension to PPr. 0 
5. Partial process constructions 
We may now extend the process constructions prefixing, nondeterminism and the 
general (. . .)[f] to constructions upon partial processes. The extensions must cater 
for the indeterminate nature of *-actions, and should preferably imply substitutive- 
ness of U w.r.t. all the extended constructions. 
5.1. Dynamic operations 
The dynamic operations 
and pEPPr; then there is a 
are trivially extended to partial processes, i.e. let bEAct, 
process b.pEPPr with the operational semantics: b.p 5 p 
for all bEAct,. Let pl, p,EPPr; then there is a process p1 +pZEPPr with the opera- 
tional semant its: p1 +p2 3 p iff p1 % p or p2 5 p. Also nilEPPr. 
Proposition 5.1. Prejixing and nondeterminism preserves Q. 
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Proof. The relations 
R1=((b.p,b.q)Ip<1q, beAct,}ua, 
are both partial bisimulations. 0 
5.2. Static operations 
The extension of the general process construction ( . . .)[f] to a construction upon 
partial processes is done by extending S: Act”, 4 Act uniquely to a function 
f: (Act,)“, cs Act, satisfying 
3i~n’bi=* 
otherwise. 
That is, f is extended in such a way that it becomes strict w.r.t. * in all arguments 
separately. The operational semantics is then given by 
[(pi~pP:)V(pi=pl&bi=O)]i,, 
T(b, . . . b,) z b. 
(PI . ..Pll)Cfl 5 (PI -.PXfl 
Again, f(b, . . . b,)- b yields true iff(b, . . . b,) is defined and b is instantiated to the 
value of S(b 1 . . . b,), and false otherwise. 
Remember that the extension f of f is strict with respect to the *-action in all 
arguments separately. Hence, when a subprocess pi in (p, . ..p,,)[flJ contributes an 
*-action the combined process has to perform an *-action as well. Obviously, given 
the simple “flat” structure of our action set, where actions are either totally indetermi- 
nate (*) or totally determined (aEAct), this seems the only sensible choice. However, it 
clearly leads to loss of information as can be seen from the following example: the 
partial process (*.nil)\c can be shown to have the derivation (*.niI)\c 3 niZ\c from the 
above rule and *.nilf nil. Thus, (*.nil)\c% may nil\c for any action aEAct and, in 
particular, (*.nil)\c5 ,,,,nil\c. Even though this statement is valid - since it merely 
states that something might be possible - the fact that we are forced to make the 
statement clearly indicates a loss of information since we know that (*.ni/)\c will never 
be able to perform a c-action in any execution. 
To repair this situation, it seems that we need to refine our action set in order to 
accommodate for partial actions other than *. In the present example we could do 
with a partial action *\c, which may be instantiated to any total action but c. 
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Thus assuming an information ordering c on actions we would expect * 5 *\CE a 
for all a but c. Then the partial process (*.nil)\c should have the derivation 
(*.nil)\c -% nil \c and, hence, (*.niZ)\c3 ,,ynil\c for all actions a but c. We believe 
that this refinement may be obtained as an instance of the more general theory 
developed in [15], where pre-orders on processes are induced by pre-orders on 
actions. In the present paper, however, we prefer to stay with the simpler “flat” 
structure on actions since it leads to a simpler, yet adequate, theory. 
We can now show that Q is indeed preserved by the extended construct, under 
the technical assumption that no partial process is able to perform all actions in 
Act. 
Proposition 5.2. a is preserved by the process construction (.. .)[f]. 
Proof. For simplicity and clarity we shall deal only with the case whenf is a unary 
function Act0 CT Act. The extension of the proof to functions of arbitrary arity is 
straightforward and left to the reader. 
To prove the proposition we show that the relation R = { (p[f], q[f]) I p Q q} is 
a partial bisimulation, i.e. R E pB(R). This will follow almost directly from the follow- 
ing two easily established lemmas, which relate derivatives of combined processes to 
derivatives of components. (We extend the relations +mny and -+,,,usf to allow for the 
no-action symbol 0 by defining p z,mnyp’~Ap=p’ and likewise for -+mUsf.) 
9 3p’.3bEActo.$ ma,,p’& f(b)=a 8~ r=p’[fl 
or 
lp’.pzp’ & r=p’[J]. 
Give (A) and (B) the only nontrivial part in the proof of R being a partial bisimulation 
is to find a matching +may -derivative for q [f] when p[fl smay r, because p 3 p’ and 
r=p’[fl for some p’. However, p 3 p’ implies p Amayp’ for all bEAct. Since p Cl q, 
it follows for all bEAct that q lmay qb for some qb with p’ 4 qb. Now, let cEAct 
such that q j, (such an action exists due to our technical assumption). 
Then 4 $,may qC implies q f qC and, therefore, dfl% scCf1. Thus, 
&=I~ may qC[f] is a matching move since p’ 4 qC. q 
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6. Proving the simple scheduler 
We now show how to use our compositional proof for proving the correctness of 
the simple scheduler introduced earlier. The proof consists of several tasks. First we 
prove that A’ 1) B <I A’BP and that D 1) C 4 DCp. By the precongruence property of 
4 (Propositions 5.1 and 5.2) we may conclude that Sch = A’ (( B(( C ((D 4 A’BP(I DCP. 
Secondly we prove that A’B”(/ DCp <I Spa. Then by transitivity (Proposition 3.4) it 
follows that Sch a Spec. Since both Sch and Spec are concrete (i.e. they cannot 
perform any *-actions) it follows from Proposition 3.7 that Sch - Spec which is the 
desired result. 
To prove A’ 1) B a A’BP we may draw A’BP as shown in Fig. 8, substituting the 
process % .=z *.$!L for a. Then it is easily seen from the above diagram and Fig. 4 that 
the relation 
RI = (@‘II B, A’BP), (A”\[ B, A”BP), (A II B’, AB’P), (A”11 B, A”BP), (A I( B, ABP)} 
u ( (P, @I I P is any agent} 
is a partial bisimulation, showing A’ (I B 4 A’BP. 
Note that the above partial bisimulation does not depend on the inaccessible part of 
A’ \I B. The relation RI can be viewed as consisting of two parts, where the second part 
is a totally general part, acting as a closure operation in order to cover the inaccessible 
behaviour of the implementation. This closuring resembles to some extent the notion 
of bisimulation upto “-“, investigated in [IO]. 
We may draw DCp as shown in Fig. 9. It is easily seen from this diagram and 
Fig. 5 that the relation 
Rz = ((D II C, DCp), (D II C’, DC’p), (D II C”, D C”p), (D’ 11 C, D’ CJ’), (D” I( C, D”CP) > 
u{ (P, @) I P is any agent} 
is a partial bisimulation, showing that D (I C Q DCp. 
da 
Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 9. 
To see that A’BP/) DCp 4 Spec one may easily verify that the relation 
R3 = {(A’BPI1 DCp, Spec), (A”P1I DCp, T.~.T.c.T.~.T.S~K), 
(AB’“((DCP, b.T.C.T.d.T.SpeC), (z‘!BuP(( DCp, T.C.T.d.T.SpeC), 
(ABP/) DC’9 c.d.T.Spec), (ABPjI DCftp, s.d.z.Spec), 
(ABP)I D’Cp, d.z.Spec), (AllPI/ D”Cp, dpec)} 
is a partial bisimulation. 
7. Concluding remarks 
The proof method presented in this paper supports compositional verification of 
concurrent systems and has the distinct advantage of leading to simple subspecifica- 
tions. At the same time the underlying theory is only slightly more complicated than 
the existing one for bisimulation equivalence. 
Even though we believe correctness proofs have been made significantly simpler 
with this new proof method, it is still imperative that automatic tools are available if 
larger systems are to be tackled. Fortunately, the induced implementation ordering 
Q is polynomial-time decidable, and is as such amenable to mechanical assistance. 
Based directly on the operational definition of partial bisimulation, a decision proced- 
ure has been implemented in Prolog, and the resulting system has been used to 
automatically carry out the above verification of the simple scheduler. Moreover, 
complete axiomatizations of the implementation ordering 4 for various process 
calculi (regular behaviours and finite behaviours) have been given in 1151, thus 
enabling correctness proofs to be carried out algebraically. 
Future work includes a closer study of the relationship between our new method 
and the existing methods in [4] and [S, 73, in particular, with respect to expressibility 
and applicability. It would be interesting to see how the explicit representation of 
behavioural constraints in terms of parameterizing the equivalence - which is the 
32 K.G. Larsen, B. Thomsen 
approach taken in [S, 73 - formally relates to the present approach, where the 
representation is implicitly given in terms of partial specifications. 
In [15] the Concurrent Alternating Bit Protocol has been verified using the 
compositional proof method of this paper, and it compares favourably with the 
correctness proof of both [4] and [7]. However, a fair comparison of the applicability 
of the various methods obviously requires the verification of many more, in particular, 
larger systems. 
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